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[ntroduction Other methods used to hard finish gear teeth
The quality of a gear and its performance is include skiving (using carbide cutters), lapping

determined by the following five parameters, (using abrasive grit suspended in oil), and honing
which should be specified for each gear: Pitch (using an. abrasive grit stone in the form of a
diameter, involute form, lead accuracy, spacingmaling gear).
accuracy, and true axis of rotation. The first four Tbeset"our methods each. have limitations, and
parameters can be measured or charted and have one must decide which will best meet the re-
to be within tolerance with respect to the fifth. quirements of the gear application. An. under-
Pitch diameter, involute, lead, and spacing of a standing of each process will serve as a guide to
gear can have master gear quality when measured using the best and most economical: method.
or charted on a testing machine .•but the gear might High-temperature, high-alloy gear materials
perform badly if the true axis of rotation after in- used todayare being ground out of the solid in less
stallation is no longer the same one used when time than. cutting in some cases. With the new
testing the gear. grinding and abrasive technology used today.,

Tbis fact leads to the first requirement which grinding out of the solid is becoming an
should be met when finishing gears: The surfaces
used to position the gear in its final assembly
should also be used to position the gear fo.r either
soft or hard finishing .. A second requirement,
which is increasingly accepted, is that the equip-
ment used for soft. or hardfinishing gears should
provide controlled motion to accurately produce
involute, lead, and spacing,

Purpose of Grinding Gear Teeth
Gear teeth are ground to assure accuracy and

consistency of tooth geometry. Grinding may also
be the most economical method of finishing gear
teeth. Generally ground gears are carburized and
hardened. The heat treating process bas the
tendency to distort the gear blank.thus .affecting
the tooth accuracy, requiring hard finishing of the
teeth. Grinding gear teeth provides a reliable
method of frnishing gear teeth .

economical alternative to other approaches.
High-performanceand beavy loaded gears are

generally carburized and hardened. To increase
their lifeand durability, the teeth must be ground
to achieve a controlled tooth. geometry. In many
cases modified involutes and crowning are re-
quired. to reduce end loading. GrindiQg gear teeth
is the method to use to achleve these modifications.

Case-Hardened. Gear Teeth
Stock: removal of the teeth of carburized and

hardened gears must beeontrolled ..It is recom-
mended that no more than 20% of the effective
case depth be removed. For example, the stock
removal should not exceed .OOr]'for case depths of
.0'25 to .035 ...

Abusive grinding of gear teeth must be avoided ..
Generally abusive grinding will temper the gear
tooth surface and reduce the surface hardness.



THREADED WHEEL GEAR GRINDING METHOD

Tempering of the tooth surface may Dot be seen The face width capacity ranges up to [1 inches.
by the naked eye, but can be determined by the Pitch and helix angle determine the maximum face
Nital ,etch process, Severe tempering often causes
locall rehardening, which. in tum. can cause sur-
face cracks, and can be detennined by magnat11JX-
ing the gear ..

Gear GrindiQg Methods
Gear teeth are ground. by one of two basic

methods - ,either fonn or generate grinding.
Generate gear grinding machillesall use the fun-
damental rack principal. There are three ap-
proaches to this principaW, eachusing a differem
wheel geometry . They are dish-shaped! wheels,
threaded wheels,and conical wheels,

Form gear grinding is capable of grinding both
external and internal spur and helicall gear teeth.
There is a wide range of sizes and diametral pitches
in grinding machines ..Form grinding machines use
disk wheels, which are formed by dressing with
a diamond to include the oomplete envelope of the
involute tooth space.

Types of Generating Grinders

width of helical gears. The two screws provided
pitch ranges from 6 to 48 DP' or from 20 to 1:20
DF. The principle of the threaded wheel gener:atbtg
grinder is the same as the gear hobbing machine.
The gear is mounted vertically and moves axially
in both directions dlJring th.e grinding cycle. The
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Threaded Whee~ Gear Grinders. (Reishaller)
(Okomoto). These gear grindersare fast, high-
precision machines employing a 13*,. diam-
eter threaded grindi~g wheel. A section. of the grinding wheel is fed into the work at the end of
threaded wheel is an involute rack. The machine each pass and is automatically changed from rough
was designed for external spur or helical gears to finish grinding speed. A hydraulic, actuated eol-
up to .30"in diameter with helix angles up to 4S" . let type damping device can be disengaged to'
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allow the work m free the wheel for e~ceptioIlaJly
fine finishes.

Crush-forming a new grinding wheel thread re-
quires approximately four hours. For this reason
mostusers stock pre-formed wheels. Dressing a.
pre-cmshed wheel requires onlyahout 20 minutes.
Where profile modifications are required. it takes
somewhat longer. The wriversal truing attachment
can dress the w~ee] to produce involute profiles
or modified tips and flanks ..There are two types
of diamond-plated rolls mounted on motorized

CONICAL \JHEEL
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spindles available for dressing these wheels also ..
The single roll requires a very precise roM and
dresses both sides of the wheel at one time. The
two-roM meliIDdlbas two diamond rolls mounted
on independent spindtesand makes it easier to ad-
just for diamond roll wear.

A~ the work passesaxiaJIy through the grinding
wheel, the gear rocks .axiaHy W produce croWlll-
ing, Themagnirude and location of the axial pro-
tile modification iscontroUed by cams mounted on
the work slide.

The threaded wheel gear grinder is capable of
producing tooth profiie, spacing, and lead within
200 millionths of an inch. The surface finish pro-
duced is excelilent.

OenernUy best results are obtained with a good
grinding oil. andavilrified,aluminumox:ide grind-
ing wheel specification af3SA (1201180) (HI]) 9V.

Conicall Wheel 'Gear Grinder. l(Pratt & Whitney
Div.,ColtLndwtnes). These machines have not
been .manllfacttrred since World War ll; however,
a large numberofthemar-e stiJl in use in the U.S.
The machines are capable of grinding spur and
helical external gears only, with capacities for
gears up to 1S"in diameter ...

The cross section of the conical grinding wheel
is a straight profile rack tooth. The overhead grind-
ing wheel head ramreciprocates rapidly as the
work table feeds slowly back and fbrthat right
angles to the gear axis ... As the work table
reciprocates slowly, tne master gear rolls in mesh
with the statiOnary rack, causing the work gear to
roll in timed relation to the r~pidIy reciprocating
grinding wheel. This results ina generating action.
Indexing occurs at dleend oflhe table stroke where
the master rack. is raised, and the master gear in-
dexed one tooth ..

The whee] d.resser i a simple diamond tool
mechanism, set to dress the straight sides of the
grinding wheel to the normal pressure .angle of
the gear.

The recommended grinding wheels and grimling
coolants are similar to those reoonunended for
formgear grinders.

Saucer-shaped wheel gear grinder (MAAG),.
i Th generating gear grinding machine employs

two saucer-shaped grinding wheels. The grinders
are suitable for grinding external spur and helical
gears wi1h the various models having capacities lip
to 142w.in diameter. The diamettaJ pitch range
varies from 6 to 2S DP on the smallest machine



to 1 to. 9DP oillhe largest machlne.
The planes established by the rim of the saucer-

shaped grinding wheels represent tbe straight
profile rack tooth on which the work gear rolls
during the grinding cycle. The gear generating
motion is effected by a pitch or base circle block
and steel tapes . The work gear oscillates under the
grinding wheels as the upper work table recip-
rocates r~pidly at right angles to the axis of
the gear.

Helical gears. reqeire that an additional rotation
be superimposed on the generating motion, the
magnitude and direction of which is dependent
upon the helixangle, This is effected by a sliding
block and guide which impart transverse motion
to the tape s11ppon stand in proportion to the axial
feed motion. The lateral movement of the tape
stand is converted by the pitch block and tapes into
the additional rotary motion required.

Axial modification of the gear teetll. is also ef-
fected by theaxiaI feed motion which independ-
ently shifts the grinding wheels later~y in timed
relation to the feed stroke by means ofa cam-
eperated, hydromechanicall reducing feed system ..

The grinders employ a 1.5/20° method. and 3.0°
method. Inme 15120° .method, the grinding wheels
are inclined at the pressure angle of the gear to be
gJ:1Ol.md,andthe pitch block coincides with the
pitch circle of the gear . This method produces the
familiar criss-cross grinding pattern and is the
'easiest to set up. The 1512-0° method has the ad-
vantage that the rim of the saucer-shaped.grinding
wheel produces a generated fillet curve. The
l 5120" method is not suitable for grinding profile
or axial tooth modifications.

The 0" method. is an extension of the 15/20° I

method, TheparalleJ grinding wheels are set at 0"
pressure angle, and a pitch block, which coincides
withthe base circle of the gear to be ground, is
used. Theoretical!ly only one point on the rim of saucer-shaped generatin-8; wheels: (32AJ38A)
the saucer-shaped grinding wheels contact the (46130) (H/L) (5/9) V.
work ..This method bas Ihe advantage of being two Theoretically the rim of the saucer-shaped grind-
to tl:weetimes as fast as the ~5/20" method •.and fig wheel. contacts the tooth flank at one or two
i.t also makes profile and axial tooth grinding points, depending upon the angle setting of the
modifications possible. Since the contactpointon wheels. The point generation method removes
rim of the grinding wheel generates a cusp, it is metal at a relatively slower rate dian form grind-
necessary to protuberance-cut gears to be ground ing, but generates less heat and thereby obviates
with the 0" method in order to avoidundesirable the need for grinding coolants or oils. The grind-
ridges inthe root fillets. ing dust is removed by a dust collector provided.

The following ranges of specifications for grind- with the machine.
ing wheels are recommended for use with dry, The vertical column, which can be swivelled. to
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the desired helix angle, supports the two separately
powered grinding wheelheads. The grinding head
sJidecan be adjusted vertically to aeeommodate
diff t' . • Th' individual ,.....;""'; ,.headserent gear sizes, '. em .lulliU 6 g _
can be swiivelledto the angle corresponding to the
gear pressure angle or to vertical for zero-angie
grinding. The grinding heads are also displaced
laterally for various pitches.

In order to compensate fOIi tooth beam deflec-
tions under varying loads. it is desirable to relieve
the toolh profile at the tip andlllef:lamk., Profile
modifications are achieved by a bydromechanical,
cam-operated system, which. moves the grinding
spindles laterally in. timed relation with the
generating stroke.

Grinding, Wheels
Grinding wheels have five wheel specifications

to control them. They are abrasive, grit size, grade
(hardness), structllre,and bond.

Structure: Stmctu:r-e should be medium, be-
tween 6 and 7.

.Bond: Generally a vitrified bond is used, Vit-
rified wheels perform best On precision grinding
whereFonn is required to be held.

Wheel surface feed is iImportant, ,and in most
cases, 4,000 to 5,000 surface feet. per minute is a
desirable speed.

Form Gear Grinders
Abrasive: Aluminum oxide is the most com- The form. gear grinder is capable of grinding

monebrasive used to grind gear teeth, Cubic both extemal and internal spur and helical gears
Boron Nitride (CBN) , referred to as Borama,N up to 36~ in diameter ..The machines have capac-
is being introduced as an alternative abrasive. ity for diarnetral pitches from 64 to 2. An

Grit. size: Generally 50 to 80 grit size is used automaticgrinc1ing cycle is provided which
to' grind carburized and hardened gear teeth.
Micro-finish isa prime factor injudging WDat grit
size is required.

Gracie: Soft to mediumgrade(H, I, or J) isa
good start for hard gears,

FORMED 'WHEEL
GEAR GRINDING METHOD
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,40 'COlA!! TECHHOLOGY'

reduces the neoessary reliance on operator skill,
and, atth.e same time, increases the accuracy of
the gears ground on a production basis by insur-
ing exact repeatability oftbe selected optimum
grinding cycle.

The gear to he ground is carried between centers
injhe index head and the Wlstock ..The index head,
tailstock, and the dresser are mounted on the work:
table, which reciprocates under the grinding
wheel.. The grindiD,g wheel head is mounted on col-
umn ways and supported by a grinding feed

, mechanism, which raises the grinding wheel after
automatic dr-essing at finish size ..

On the 'older machille models. the two diamond
tools which dress the grinding wheel. are aeaiated
by templates through reduction cams or panto-
graphs. The grin~g wheel is, dressed with suffi-
cient accuracy to produce tooth proflles grouad
within a tolerance band of .200 millionths
(0.000200) ofan inch. Since the dresser is cam-
actuated, Don-involute tooth forms, such as
cyc1oida~ teeth, Wildl1aber-No\likovgears,
straight-sided splines, and parallel.~sided splines,.
as weU as half-round bearing grooves, can be pro-
duced. with. equal ease and .accuracy,

Current dressing technology uses numerical



SHALLOW CASE DEPTH
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,controlled dressers. which have ball screw feeds.
They are more accurate and much easier to set up'.
The dressing of the whee] provid - an exact
duplication. of the tooth space of 'the part being
ground. This includes me profile, root. and root
radius. and determines the tooth thickness,

The gear is indexed by accurately gmund,
hardened index plates with 'the number ofgasbes
corresponding to the number of teeth in me gear
to be ground. Gears are normally ground with a
maximum tooth spacing variation betweenadja-
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cent teelill. 0[200 millionths (o.'(Kl0200)of'an i!Ilch.
The lead prodll.cerl is within 100 millionths of an
inch per inch of face width.

The grinders also equipped with crowning orax-
ial mOOificatiOIli devices. The verticall motion oftbe
grindling wheel is superimposed on tbegrinding
feed. and produces a fully crowned tooth or end
ease-off designed to prevent end loading of the
teeth due to mounting uppon deflections under
varying operating loads.

The automatic grirIdifIg cycle reduoestbe hazard
of surface tempering. However, additional iD-

surance can be had and better finishes obtained by
using a high grade, weH-filtered, sulphurized or
chlorinated grindingoill.

.Recommended grinding wheels are vitrified
aluminum oxide wheels with 29A semi-friable or
hard brittle universal 38A abrasive. The grain sizes
vary from 46 to 80.for combined rough. and finish
grind. The hardness varies from H to J. and the
structure from a medium 5 to 9. Tile grinding
wheel range is (29A138A) (46/80.) (HJJ) 5/91 V.

C'onclusion
Production time estimates must be used with

caution. Appreciable deviations from the ,estimated
grinding time will. be dfected byvaria:tions in the
accuracy required, gear blank qwility,. grinding
stock,grinding cycle. grinding wheel used, coolant
efficiency, tooling loading fixtures, etc.

Adireei comparison ofllle gear grinding cycle
time with the cycle time of other gear tooth
finishing methods, such as finish cutting. sha.ving,
and honing, does not reflect die UUe relativeoo_t
of producing ground gears wilill. the cost ofproduc-
ing ,quality unground gears. Gear grinding can ef-
feet substantialcost savings in cutting .•perishable
tools, and inspection. Studies have shown that
.Iwdened andgrotmd precision gears may cot less
to proouct than comparable unground gears.
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